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Abstract—Network Virtualization is recognized as a key tech-
nology for the Future Internet. Energy-efficiency is one of
the main challenges in future networking environments. Most
algorithms for mapping virtual resources to substrate resources
however do not consider energy as a factor for the mapping. In
order to evaluate the energy-efficiency of such a mapping, an
energy model and appropriate energy-aware metrics are needed.
This paper discusses how an algorithm can be modified to take
energy-efficiency into account. The modified algorithm is then
evaluated, showing that energy-efficiency can be increased with
only a minor impact on embedding quality regarding other
metrics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network virtualization has been discussed as a solution

to the perceived ossification of the current Internet [1], [2].

Several variants of network virtualization have been inves-

tigated [3] and it is already widely used in current Future

Internet testbeds [4], [5]. It provides an abstraction from

substrate resources, creating virtual resources that are expected

to be more flexible and easier to manage for users.

One of the main incentives for deploying virtualization

technology in the core network is the ability to consolidate

resources. Rising energy costs lead to an increased focus on

energy-efficiency of ICT equipment. Indeed, energy-efficiency

is one of the main challenges in future networking envi-

ronments. Network virtualization can be used to tackle this

problem by sharing hardware, instead of requiring dedicated

hardware for each instance. Thus, in order to save energy,

unused equipment can be put into an energy-efficient sleep

mode, or even turned off completely. To make use of these

energy saving measures it is necessary to decide how the

virtual network resources should be mapped onto hardware.

This is complicated by the fact, that virtual resources often

have performance requirements (e.g. a virtual link can de-

mand a certain bandwidth), whereas substrate resources are

performance-limited (e.g. a link has a maximum bandwidth).

Another application can be seen in the data centre. Here,

virtual machines have to be mapped in an energy aware way

while also considering bandwidth demands of communication

connections between virtual machines. This has to take into

account the tradeoff between Quality of Service and current

energy prices (see for example the “Green SLA”/“Green SDA”

concept of the All4Green project: www.all4green-project.eu).

Finding an optimal mapping of virtual resources onto

substrate resources under a number of constraints is known

Fig. 1. The Virtual Network Embedding problem

as the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem. Several

algorithms to solve this problem have been discussed in liter-

ature, so far. Most algorithms for mapping virtual resources to

substrate resources however do not consider energy as a factor

for the mapping.

The modification of existing algorithms towards energy-

efficiency, while still keeping performance at an acceptable

level, is non-trivial. In this paper, the extension of VNE

algorithms with energy-efficiency constraints is discussed. One

well-known, exemplary VNE algorithm is extended, compar-

ing embedding performance with the unmodified version and

giving estimates regarding the possible energy-savings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II

the VNE problem is presented in detail and energy-efficiency

concepts in a virtual network environment are introduced. In

Section III related work is discussed. Section IV presents an

approach to modify an existing VNE algorithm to take energy-

efficiency into account. The resulting algorithm variants are

evaluated in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper

and gives hints for future work in this area.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The Virtual Network Embedding Problem

In order to realize a virtual network on top of a substrate

network, each virtual node has to be mapped to a substrate

node. Moreover, each virtual link has to be mapped to a sub-

strate path (that is, a combination of links and nodes) in such

a way that the desired virtual connections are appropriately
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represented. The problem is complicated by the fact, that each

Virtual Network Request (VNR) is accompanied by a certain

resource demand, but substrate resources are limited.

Figure 1 shows an example with two VNRs to be deployed

over one substrate network. It can be seen that several vir-

tual nodes have to be mapped to the same substrate node.

Moreover, the topology of the virtual networks is different to

the topology of the substrate network. In order to demonstrate

resource demands, virtual links have been annotated with a

bandwidth demand. This has to be matched by the substrate

resources used to realize the virtual link. One of the nodes in

the substrate network is idle and could be switched off.

Matching the provided resources to the requested resource

demands in an optimal way is typically non-trivial. Even if one

considers only the most basic resources, finding an optimal

solution gets NP hard. The optimal matching of CPU capacity

and demands is, for example, directly related to the well-

known Bin-Packing problem, with CPU capacity representing

bins and CPU demands representing items. As a result, most

proposed VNE algorithms in the literature use heuristics to

find a solution.

B. Energy-efficiency of Virtual Network Embeddings

Network virtualization can increase energy-efficiency of the

substrate network in two different ways. On the one hand,

virtualization enables consolidation. That is, several virtual

resources can be hosted on the same substrate resource. On

the other hand, virtual resources can be migrated to balance

the overall load in an energy-efficient way, i.e., to reduce the

total power consumption of the network. To improve VNE

algorithms towards this kind of efficiency, it is first necessary

to take a closer look at those components of the substrate

network that will consume energy. The major part of the spent

energy will likely be consumed by the substrate nodes (i.e. the

routers of a network), as opposed to the links. Thus, efforts

to significantly reduce the power consumption of a network

should concentrate on minimizing the power consumption of

the nodes of a network. As a first step towards a lower energy

footprint of the network, one should therefore switch off as

many substrate nodes as possible. Mapping one or more virtual

nodes onto a substrate node requires the substrate node to

be switched on. To save energy, therefore, as many nodes

as possible should be mapped on the same set of active

substrate nodes. However, substrate nodes may be required to

be powered on, even if they don’t host a virtual node. This is

due to the fact that nodes that are connected inside the virtual

network have to be connected inside the substrate network,

too. Taking this into account, some substrate nodes may be

required to serve as purely forwarding entities. These nodes are

known as hidden hops [6]. Avoiding purely forwarding nodes

is generally a good idea with respect to energy efficiency.

Moreover, substrate nodes can be further differentiated by

the actual amount of power they consume. Some nodes may

be more efficient in their use of energy. By preferring those

energy-efficient nodes for the mapping, the overall consump-

tion of the network can be further reduced.

III. RELATED WORK

Work related to the approach presented here can be dis-

tinguished into two different areas: VNE algorithms and ap-

proaches to energy-efficient resource mappings. Multiple VNE

algorithms have been discussed in the literature already [7].

Basic VNE algorithms tackle only the resource allocation

problem. Algorithm performance is evaluated according to a

number of different parameters, e.g. node and link stress [8],

cost and revenue [9], [10], acceptance ratio [11], [12], or

algorithm runtime [13]. Lischka and Karl [14] present a VNE

algorithm that makes use of subgraph isomorphism detection

in order to optimize the embedding. The presented algorithm

is able to operate in an online manner, embedding Virtual

Networks on demand. The algorithm is evaluated with regard

to runtime and the ratio between revenue and cost (where

“revenue” is the total amount of virtual resources mapped and

“cost” is the total amount of substrate resources spent).

There has also been some work on extending the basic

VNE problem into new areas. Some of those approaches

are taking a different perspective on the VNE problem, e.g.,

discussing multipath routing [10] or embedding across dif-

ferent networks [15]. In other scenarios, new requirements are

investigated, like distributed embedding [16] or resilience [17].

There are several papers that aim at energy-efficient map-

ping of resources. They perform energy aware resource man-

agement by using virtualization and consolidation. Work dis-

cussed in the literature ranges from consolidation of CPU

workload [18] over data center consolidation [19], [20], up

to consolidation in full-scale cloud environments [21]. All of

these works focus either on the energy-efficiency of isolated

hardware (as opposed to entire networks) or on the perfor-

mance of VNE results in terms of cost, runtime or acceptance

ratio. Only recently the topic of energy-efficiency has raised

interest for this particular problem. In [22], Botero et al.

provide a Mixed Integer Program formulation of the problem,

showing energy savings compared to a cost-oriented approach.

It focuses only on optimizing energy consumption.

This paper discusses how an existing VNE algorithm can

be modified to take energy efficiency into account, while still

achieving good results with regard to the original optimization

criteria.

IV. ENERGY-EFFICIENT EMBEDDING ALGORITHMS

This section demonstrates how an existing VNE algorithm

can be modified in order to take energy-efficiency as an

additional optimization goal. First, an energy model is intro-

duced. Next, the algorithm by Lischka and Karl is presented

as an example. Finally, energy-efficient modifications to that

algorithm are explained.

A. Modeling energy consumption of the substrate network

Energy consumption of a substrate network can be modeled

in different ways. Here, the focus is on substrate nodes, as

those are expected to be the major drivers in energy consump-

tion. It is assumed that substrate nodes will consume energy

only when they are active. I.e., a substrate node consumes
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TABLE I
INPUT PARAMETERS OF THE ADVANCED SUBGRAPH ALGORITHM

Input Parameter Description

GV
sub The parts of the virtual network that have al-

ready been mapped.

M(GV
sub) The current mapping of the nodes and links.

GV The virtual network that should be mapped.

GP The residual graph of the substrate network.

GP
orig The graph of the substrate network.

E Maximum value of ε.

energy only if either a virtual node is mapped to it or it is

part of a path for a virtual link. The model used in this paper

takes into account that energy consumption of nodes can vary:

Chet
energy(t) =

∑

v∈V
active(t,v)=1

ϑv (1)

Here, energy consumption Chet
energy(t) is approximated as the

sum of the individual consumption values ϑsn over all active

nodes v (active(t, v) returns 1 in case the node v is active at

time t, 0 otherwise). This model is still feasible to calculate. It

is also realistic to a certain extend, since it takes the differences

in energy consumption of various nodes into account.

B. Advanced subgraph algorithm

The VNE algorithm presented by Lischka and Karl in [14]

aims to find areas inside the substrate network that are similar

to the topology of the virtual network. Table I describes the

input parameters of the algorithm. GP
orig is the graph of the

substrate network with all nodes and links. The virtual network

is represented by the GV graph. GV
sub contains the nodes

and links of the virtual network GV that already have been

mapped successfully. In contrast, GP is the residual graph of

the substrate network. It contains the substrate nodes that have

not yet been mapped. M(GV
sub) is the current mapping of the

substrate and virtual nodes and links.

In order to embed a virtual network, the algorithm chooses a

random substrate node and tries to map a virtual node onto it.

This virtual node is selected by the following procedure: One

of the immediate neighbours of the virtual nodes that were

embedded previously is chosen, if it has not been mapped

yet (the first node is selected randomly). Fig. 2 describes the

structure of the genneigh procedure that computes the list

of possible mapping candidate nodes. It uses the subgraph

FGV
sub

(GV ) of GV (i.e. the set of nodes connected to GV by

a direct link) to select appropriate nodes for the next mapping.

Subsequently to each node mapping step, the corresponding

links of each node are being processed: The algorithm tries to

connect the virtual nodes that have already been mapped by

reserving the communication paths between the corresponding

substrate nodes. The length of each path must not exceed the

current value of ε. If no further mapping is possible, previous

decisions are reverted and alternative options are examined.

Depending on ε, it is more or less likely that the algorithm

1: procedure GENNEIGH(GP , GV , GV
sub,M(GV

sub))
2: if FGV

sub
(GV ) = ∅ then

3: c ← nodes(GV )× nodes(GP )
4: else
5: c ← FGV

sub
(GV )×(nodes(GP )\nodes(M(GV

sub)))
6: end if
7: optimize(c)
8: sort c by virtual node demand

9: return c
10: end procedure

Fig. 2. The genneigh procedure

TABLE II
IMPROVEMENTS OF THE SUBGRAPH ALGORITHM

Algorithm Description

AdvSubgraph Unmodified algorithm
AdvSubgraph-MM Allows cohosting of virtual nodes of the

same network
AdvSubgraph-MM-EE Prefers active and energy efficient sub-

strate nodes for node mapping
AdvSubgraph-MM-EE-Link Prefers active and energy efficient sub-

strate nodes for node and link mapping.

can find a result. On the one hand, when choosing big ε values,

the path length tends to be longer, too. Therefore, the advanced

subgraph algorithm successively increments ε by one each

time the embedding fails. This is done until ε gets bigger than

a predefined upper limit E. Here, this approach is used as an

example to show how a VNE algorithm can be extended to

support energy efficiency goals.

C. Modifications of the algorithm

Table II outlines the different modifications of the algorithm.

The AdvSubgraph variant is the advanced subgraph algorithm

which increases the maximum allowed path length in each

iteration, until a valid mapping has been found or the limit

has been reached. Additionally, the AdvSubgraph-MM has a

redefined node candidate selection approach. It allows to map

several virtual nodes of the same network to the same substrate

node. This means that several nodes can be consolidated onto

one node. In that case, connecting links between those virtual

nodes will not be mapped, because we assume that virtual

machines on the same host can communicate directly without

further expense. The AdvSubgraph-MM-EE variant prefers ac-

tive nodes and nodes that consume (relatively to the maximum

power consumption of all substrate nodes), less power, but

only for node mapping. In addition to all other improvements,

selection of energy efficient paths between the communicating

substrate nodes is also done by the AdvSubgraph-MM-EE-Link
algorithm.

The details of the modifications are as follows: After map-

ping a substrate node, the original algorithm removes that node

from the list of nodes that can be assigned to further virtual

nodes of the same virtual network. This means that a substrate

node runs no more than one virtual node of the same virtual
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network. It is debateable whether this is a necessary restriction

for the VNE problem. While forcing virtual nodes onto

different substrate nodes may be advantageous for network

resilience, situations are possible where such a constraint is

not necessary. Since it is suboptimal for energy efficiency, the

restriction is removed by changing line 5 of Fig. 2 as follows:

c = FGV
sub

× nodes(GP )

Furthermore, the list of mapping candidates is sorted by

preferring active nodes. Moreover, some nodes might be more

energy efficient than others. This is taken into account, and the

algorithm should prefer those nodes. So, the mapping candi-

dates get pre-sorted first by preferring substrate nodes that are

already active, and subsequently by preferring substrate nodes

with lower power consumption. This requires changing the

genneigh procedure. Line 8 is modified, so that the candidate

list c is sorted first by active substrate nodes, then by energy

efficient substrate nodes, then by virtual node demand.

Both modifications only affect the selection of nodes that

should be mapped to virtual nodes. The sort function does

not have any impact to the nodes that are used as part of a

communication connection (i.e. hidden hops). Thus, further

modifications of the algorithm are necessary to revise the link

mapping procedure. The original approach uses Dijkstra’s path

algorithm to find paths between substrate nodes. It is assumed

that every link l increments the path weight by one (so the total

path weight of a path P is
∑

l∈P 1). However, obviously, this

does not differentiate between energy efficient routes and non-

energy efficient ones. Therefore, this weighting approach can

be improved by also taking into account the properties of the

involved substrate node sn the (directed) edge points to. This

implies that energy efficient routes are preferred. Therefore, we

recalculate the weight of the edges of the substrate network’s

graph by including the parameters (activity status and power

consumption):

1 + α · (1− active(t, sn)) + β · ϑsn

maxu∈V ϑu

Parameter α can be used to adjust to which extend the activity

status of a link should be taken into account. The same

applies for parameter β with respect to power consumption. By

dividing ϑsn by maxu∈V ϑu, the absolute power consumption

value ϑsn of a node is relativized with respect to nodes’

maximum power consumption. Since Dijkstra’s algorithm re-

lies on positive edge weights, the following conditions should

apply for weights α and β: α ∈ R, α ≥ 0, β ∈ R, β ≥ 0.

Links pointing to nodes that are currently inactive are fined

by incrementing the link weight by α. Independently of this,

the weight also depends on the power consumption of this

node: The higher the (relative) power consumption, the higher

the penalty that is added. The total weight for a path p is∑
l∈P 1 + α · (1− active(t, sn)) + β · ϑsn

maxu∈V ϑu
.

V. EVALUATION

This section presents first the evaluation methodology, fol-

lowing up with the evaluation results.

A. Methodology

In order to evaluate VNE algorithms, one has to perform

simulation and measure a variety of metrics. The ALEVIN

VNE simulator [23] was used and extended to that end.

Indeed, this simulator has already been used in previous VNE

comparisons [24], [25]. It allows the user to compare different

VNE approaches and provides a set of several metrics that can

be used for this comparison. Thus, algorithms can be ranked

against each other and the best one can be chosen regarding a

given problem definition. The metrics used for this paper are:

1) Number of active nodes: A substrate node is considered

being active if a virtual node is mapped onto that node

or the substrate node is part of a communication path.

2) Hidden hops: Counts the number of hidden hops.

3) Power consumption: Sum of the power consumption of

all active substrate nodes.

4) Embedding cost: Sum of all resources that were used by

a mapping (CPU and Bandwidth).

5) Average path length: Divides the sum of the length of

all paths by the number of virtual links.

6) Execution time: Time spent calculating the embedding.

B. Results

The four algorithm variants discussed before will be com-

pared here to showcase the effects of each modification. Note,

that in these experiments communication cost for co-hosted

virtual nodes (i.e., two virtual nodes hosted on the same

substrate node) is expected to be neglectable. Since in this case

communication can be performed in-memory, both bandwidth

and delay are orders of magnitude smaller, compared to a real

network connection.

In order to ensure relevance and stability of results, a num-

ber of parameters have been varied. Experiments have been run

five times with random parameters. All networks have been

generated randomly each time by a Waxman Generator [26].

Link density and long link probability parameters have been

set to 0.5. The parameters used during experimentation are as

follows. Substrate networks have been chosen with a size of

100 nodes. Each substrate node provided a CPU capacity be-

tween 1 and 100 (chosen randomly). Likewise, each substrate

link provided a bandwidth capacity between 1 and 100. The

power consumption of a substrate node has been set to a value

between 100 and 500 Watts (chosen randomly). Onto this

substrate network, 5 virtual networks have been embedded.

The number of nodes in each virtual network was varied

between 5 and 15. Each virtual node poses a CPU demand

between 1 and 50 (chosen randomly). Likewise, each virtual

link requests bandwidth resources between 1 and 50 (chosen

randomly).

In Section IV α and β have been presented as weights that

influences energy efficiency of the mapping results. Figure 3

indicates the power consumption of the VNE algorithm with

all modifications applied. For this figure a scenario with 15

virtual networks was used. One can see that, after an initial

drop, the power consumption does not vary much with higher
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Fig. 3. Power consumption of AdvSubgraph-MM-EE-Links

α and β values. In order to retain readability, the following

figures have, been produced with a fixed value α = β = 5.

Figure 4a shows the power consumption of all investigated

algorithms, in dependence of the number of virtual nodes

per network. While the simple extension of allowing multiple

virtual nodes on one substrate node has only a minor influence,

the weighting of the energy-efficiency of a node and the

energy-aware link mapping lead to a significantly lower energy

footprint.

Interestingly, these gains in energy-efficiency do not result

in a significantly higher cost. All algorithms consume about

the same amount of resources for the embedding of the

virtual networks (apart from some slight variation). This is

also verified by the fact that the average path length does

not increase significantly. Taking into account that – with the

multiple mappings modification – some links are not mapped

to a substrate path at all, but are rather assumed to be realized

in-memory, the average path length of our energy-efficiency

modifications actually decreases in some cases, compared to

the unmodified algorithm. This is depicted in Fig. 4b. Only

the fully modified algorithm has been observed to result in

higher path length, and only when a sufficiently high number
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Fig. 5. Experimentation results: Active nodes and Hidden Hops

of virtual nodes has to be embedded. Maximum path length

has also been measured, but is omitted for brevity here, since

it never exceeds a path length of three hops.

An explanation for the significant savings in energy, which

the modifications produce, can be seen in Fig. 5. This figure

compares the unmodified algorithm to the full set of the

modifications with regard to active substrate nodes. For each

algorithm, two lines are drawn. The top line shows the number

of substrate nodes that have to be powered on (either because

they host a virtual node or because they are part of the path

realizing a specific virtual link). The bottom line shows the

number of substrate nodes that host at least one virtual node

of any network. The colored area between the two lines then

indicates the number of substrate nodes that are only powered

on in order to support a path for a virtual link. Clearly, there

is a high potential for energy savings regarding these nodes.

Indeed, one can see in the figure that, while the number of

substrate nodes hosting a virtual node is about the same for

both variants, the fully modified algorithm can significantly

reduce the number of those hidden hops.

Finally, the execution time of each algorithm has been

measured. For the investigated problem size the results are
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entirely within reasonable bounds, with the maximum being

at a time of about 4.5 seconds for the fully energy-efficient

embedding of 15 virtual networks.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Energy-efficiency and green networking will be a major

driver for Future Internet research. As such, it is important

to take the energy-efficiency of VNE algorithms into account.

This paper presented an energy model and energy-aware

metrics that allow to compare VNE algorithms with regard

to their energy-efficiency. Moreover, it was demonstrated that

the modification of one algorithm could lead to a significantly

lower energy consumption with only minor impact on other

performance metrics.

The authors are confident that there is still a great potential

to further enhance the energy-efficiency of VNE algorithms.

Future work includes, for example, extending our current

energy-model in order to take the dependency between the

load of a resource and its energy-consumption into account.

Moreover, the evaluation can be expanded to include not only

randomly generated, but also more realistic network topolo-

gies. Finally, scalability should be further evaluated, testing

the algorithm in an overload situation, where the amount of

virtual resources requested surpasses the amount of available

substrate resources.
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